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1

This project is an acknowledgment of reshaped landscapes while
also understanding that this moment of time is only relevant to my
own human lifespan and perspective. The work embodies unmet
expectations when one confronts a memory landscape of their,
or my, childhood. Specifically, I am discussing the chasm between
reality and memory through a recent return to my childhood
home in Colorado, and was met by two of the largest wildfires in
the state’s history. This project takes a moment to digest that loss,
of what was known, what was not, and can no longer be known:
forests, trees, and other time-honed flora. The construct of mirage
and memory are at play–both hold various truths in relation to
distance between viewer and that which is viewed. Glass is used
as a way to explore recasting based on the ability both to shapeshift and maintain a material memory. Studies include casting and
recasting trees to explore various stages of transmutation from one
material to another: adapting historic glass recipes that embody
loss and creation; building protective (but futile) glass cocoons that
suggest physical and metaphorical change; and employing Schlieren
imaging to explore the role temperature plays in how “recasting” is
perceived. I am exploring a feedback loop—a recasting—between
creation and loss where material, time, place, and scale transform into
different forms both physically and through memory. Recasting is
the transmutation—or change from one material to another—which
physically embodies a vast slurry of eras, material, histories, places,
and scales.
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Introduction			2
The mirage and the act of recasting (physical and memory)
I became interested in mirages when I realized they are lenses
created from air. I find fascinating their ability to dictate the visual
understanding of the world’s “reality” while retaining their own
malleability. They are convincing enough in their ability to shift
the shape of the world that their own physical presence is often
unquestioned. I think of how the world changes to another version
of itself when one wears a pair of eyeglasses. A space or place may
inhabit many lives based on the lens through which it is seen. In
tandem, I find a parallel interest in how these “lenses” exist in relation
to how we contain memory of the world. Memory, perhaps an even
more ethereal type of lens, siphons the world through our senses and
sifts it into being in the imagination while suspending it at a distance
from the present. What happens when that memory is tested against
reality? I will explore this query through sharing a story that has
unveiled the chasm between reality and memory when I revisited the
setting of my childhood memories: Colorado.
My family left Boulder, Colorado for Virginia Beach, Virginia
when I was 12 years old. To return to Colorado seemed fantastical.
But cemented in 1998, Colorado, like many places, had started to
evolve beyond the template of memory. Specifically, while fire had
always been part of the landscape in the area, the fires have grown
in intensity, scale, and destructive capacity compared to those pre1998. As with mirages and memories, the greater the distance from
the object space allows the image space to thrive. My memory was
tested as we arrived in Colorado in 2020 and this project is a way
I’ve been coming to terms with seeing the fragility and irrevocable
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change of places where I feel particularly rooted. In the fall of 2020,
my partner and I were living in my childhood home in Colorado
when the Cameron Peak and East Troublesome fires came through,
burning over 400,000 acres and coming within miles of home. An
additional fire burnt another home–and entire neighborhood–
where I had lived. Despite having lived away from that particular
home for over 20 years, I felt a distinct loss; a setting holding years
of childhood vanished within hours. But beyond the losses of my
immediate memory landscapes, I was struck by how the previously
burned forests did not return. It seemed peculiar that fire-affected
forests, even those burned decades prior, morphed grasslands and
I learned that some of these forests might not return. Ponderosa
pine forests—in particular—require a balance of low-intensity fires
and cold winters. Many factors, including the increased extremity
of forest fires and warmer winters were not conducive to regrowing
certain tree species. It is hard to fathom the transition of forest
ecosystems within my lifetime.1 Here, I’d like to honor both the tree
as individual and as collective forest. I view these trees as sentinels
that wear time and place within many scales of their bodies. The flag
trees that stopped growing branches on one side of their body due
to extreme wind. The trees whose wind-twisted bodies turn over
the span of eras. The broken bark that bore the lightning strikes and
beetle kill burrows. They are time-honed and what does it mean
when these sentinels are removed from the storyline?
I’ve learned that differing temperatures between air and surface
create various mirage conditions. This allows the air to act as a
lens that affects the location of the image (“image space”) versus
the actual location of the object (“object space”). As noted in the

Progression of mirage effects in Puget sound2

1
Marshall, Lisa. “Forests Scorched by Wildfire Unlikely to Recover,
May Convert to Grasslands.” CU Boulder Today. Regents of the
University of Colorado, August 25, 2020. https://www.colorado.edu/
today/2020/08/25/forests-scorched-wildfire-unlikely-recover-mayconvert-grasslands.
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View of Walker Ranch in Boulder, Colorado.
The forests have not returned after the
Walker Ranch Fire that occurred in 2000.
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article, Mirages: “Usually in viewing one
takes for granted this distinction between
an image and an object. One knows that
the somewhat distorted-looking person
who appears on the television screen is just
an image and that the object, a perfectly
normal individual, is a considerable distance
away in front of a television camera. Images
seen through the atmospheric lens are
no more illusory than the images seen
through a telescope or even through a pair
of eyeglasses. With the atmospheric lens or
any other lens, however, the image may not
look the same as the object would if it were
seen without the lens.”2 I am struck by how
thermal differences of air—omnipresent
yet invisible—here actually can invent the
reconfiguration, or recasting—of our world.
This lens effect depends on the refraction
index of different thermal boundary layers;
despite the etymology of the word “mirage”,
which is rooted in the French word meaning
“to reflect”, it is actually refraction of these
different temperature layers that affects our
perception of the location of the image
versus object. This refraction causes the
optical distortion of the image since it is not
traveling in a straight line between source
and viewer. If the air is cooler than the
2
Fraser, Alistair B., and William H.
Mach. “Mirages.” Scientific American,
January 1976. https://www.jstor.org/
stable/10.2307/24950264.
Oct. 20, 2020. Sky discoloration from East
Troublesome and Cameron Peak Fires
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surface, the image will appear grounded or below the horizon. If the
surface is cooler than the air above, the image location lifts above the
horizon. Further, if another temperature layer interjects in the cooler
air above the horizon, the image can start to multiply to a tripleimage mirage or “Fata Morgana”. The Anglicized “Fairy Morgan”
(or Fata Morgana in Italian) refers to King Arthur’s sister who could
create “castles in the sky”—this is certainly believable when seeing
images of the ferryboat on Puget Sound.
With regard to memory, I place “image space” and “object space” in
two categories, those that occur in physicality and those that exist in
memory. Regarding the latter, I associate image space with perceived
reality and object space with physical reality. Like the “atmospheric”
mirage, memory-mirages are affected by factors such as distance and
scale and may also superimpose other versions of perceived realities.
I suppose I’m partially lamenting the small temporal window I see
in the context of how the world recasts itself through momentary
destructive blips. How fortunate I am to coincide with some of
the characters of my tiny time span: the lichens, the knots on trees,
the mountains. All of us form over 100’s-millions of years before
we transmute into alternate versions and stories of ourselves. This
project is not about mourning my personal losses but seeing it as a
slow unfolding of the future. This is a recasting; a slow transmutation
where materials are formed beyond their original state through a
process of momentary erasure. Through this—in perhaps a more
distant future—a new landscape forms from the vast slurry of spaces,
materials, and time.

Branch burn-out glass sand-casting study.
Size: 4”x4”x10”. Date November 2019
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An Intangible Meeting Point
Creation and destruction are co-dependent–the cycle is on an
endless feedback loop. Like many antonymic pairs–light and dark,
joy and pain, life and death–the existence of one relies on the other.
This regeneration is in constant shift with its players: space, material,
and time. This feedback loop looms over the ever-morphing shift of
place and the memories held. And at which junction does the viewer
sit? Perhaps the one who arrives at the meeting point, purposefully
or inadvertently. An object or place versus the one who sees; the
exterior versus the interior; the object space versus the image space.
As embodied in the mirage, multiple identities exist, but are reliant
on those who find them. What happens at that meeting point?
Part I. A concentrated image of the infinite
My first memory of the infinite presented itself at the edge of a
glass table. As a three-year-old shirted but pant-less, I perched
on my bright blue plastic Fisher Price potty training seat—my
“thinking chair.” The living-room glass table was a perfect place to
illustrate my book, “Dog Fans”. This book—at its five-year end, a
500 page tome of the mundane—featured the daily happenings of
the anthropomorphic bipedal golden retriever family known as
Mom, Dad, Bro, Sis, Baby, and “Kid”, the oft irritating but otherwise
harmless neighborhood friend. Living in bold colors—all 96 of
the 1990 “Crayola Big Box”—and “fur” in motley shades of yellow
highlighter pens on a continuum of vibrant to the desiccated and
ink-kissed. The paper was the back of my father’s old engineering

Cellophane glass bottled-mirage study.
Materials: cellophane glass, water,
mineral oil, mirror. Size: 10”x10”x15”.
Date: Oct. 2021.
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project manual while the animal’s heads were constructed from
various sized circles from an engineer’s drafting template. It was
during this time that I looked at the edge of the unassuming glass
table on which I was constructing my worlds—0.75” thick with
polished top, bottom, and sides, a greenish cast but otherwise clear,
with four mirrored cylindrical legs each 3” thick that protruded
through the table and terminated in a chromed cap. Through this
edge I found myself in an ocean that extended both up and down,
endlessly. Turquoise, hazy, and infinite, this world held a mysterious,
cold, and haunting sterility. The legs themselves transformed
themselves into four segmented worms, completely erect and as
equally endless as the innards of their crystalline home.
Peering down into the depths, this world was an illusion in every
detail. It was a world that existed but relied on the act of looking
closely into the tiny edges to realize the contained infinite. Silently
contained, these living room skyscrapers allude to the image world;
which doesn’t differ much from a non-visited world, held only at
distance. These images embody the infinite. The image regenerates
constantly in relation to their viewer’s perspective, and ceases to exist
once the viewer looks away.
Gaston Bachelard, in The Poetics of Space, acknowledges these worlds
that are embodied in the everyday and exposed–enlivened–through
closely looking.
“’The outside world in its entirety, is transformed into a milieu as
malleable as could be desired, by the presence of this single, hard,
piercing object, this veritable philosophical ovum which the slightest

twitch of my face sets moving all through space.’ […]
Here the poet did not look far for his dream instrument. And
yet with what art he nucleized the landscape with what fantasy he
conferred multiple curvature on space. This is really a fantasy on
Riemann’s curved space. Because every universe is enclosed in curves,
every universe is concentrated in a nucleus, a spore, a dynamized
center. And this center is powerful, because it is an imagined center.
One step further into the world of images offered us by Pieyre de
Mandiargues, and we see the center that imagines; then we can read
the landscape in the glass nucleus. We no longer look at it while
looking through it. This nucleizing nucleus is a world in itself. The
miniature deploys to the dimensions of a universe. Once more, large
is contained in small.”1
Here Bachelard references the blossomed imagined worlds brought
into existence once they are seen. The infinite and finite, old and
new exist within each other and are born by the viewer-as-catalyst.
The infinite exists–new worlds born from the old–in the miniature.
A recasting of spaces. With reference to Pieyre de Mandiargues’
“The Egg in the Landscape Poem”, the poet unfolds the created
worlds one may find in a “cyst” interrupting the regularity of a glass
windowpane. Bachelard further explains how glass unfolds worlds
beyond its scale even within a small imperfection in the material,
as he notes the “slight deformation, which spreads throughout
the universe.”2 Through the conflux of imagination, material, and
perception, the miniature births a new world; the inverse could also
be inferred. In 1990, upon revealing blurry images transmitted from
the Hubble Telescope, scientists discovered that the unclear images
1
Bachelard, Gaston. The Poetics of Space. New York: Penguin Books,
New York, 2014, pp.155-157.
2
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Ibid.
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resulted from the slight defect in manufacturing the telescope’s
mirror. The error–at a scale of “one-50th the thickness of a human
hair”--shifted our reading of the telescope’s imagery until it was
corrected by “corrective optics”, that operated “much the same way
a pair of glasses correct the vision of a near-sighted” person.3 The
reciprocity of scale births new ways of seeing and understanding.
The “mar” —whether in a glass window, a corrected telescope mirror,
or an air duct transposing and repositioning the world through a
mirage—shifts the universe, splitting apart the familiar to allow a
re-reading to seep through the cracks.
Part II. A pairing of the different worlds created–self-contained vs. exterior
My work The Looking Boxes explores the generation of interior and
exterior spaces in relation to their viewer. Like finding infinity in the
edge of a glass table, both works “recast” a space within the confines
of their own physical boundaries.

inverts the act of looking through a telescope; one looks through a
telescope here to imagine the miniature.
This thinking is also illustrated by the piece, Red Pyramid, which is
a cast glass sculpture made by Czech artists Stanislav Libenský and
Jaroslava Brychtová. The pyramidal oxblood colored sculpture
explores the interplay between perception and “light, color, space
and transparency.”4 A horizontal gash cuts through the upper
third, allowing light to illuminate the glass from within. From the
outermost left-hand edge of the gash running vertically downwards,
the edge cuts back to a point at the bottom light corner. Throughout
the day, the interplay of color and material depth between the
thickest and thinnest parts of the pyramid can read as opaque
oxblood red-black to translucent burnt-sienna. The matte texture
adds a softness that lends to the perception one might feel when
looking into the abyss of a deep pool of water; the point at which the
edge of a shallow shoreline slopes to endless depth.

The Looking Boxes is a four-part series that inverts the scalar
experience of existing spatial moments based on moving the body
in different viewing positions while viewing a framed space. These
“existing spatial moments” range in scale from a mar on the wall
to the building scale. This grouping isolates Part II that features a
viewing box. The raw-plywood viewing box is perched on an open
frame. Handles at either side of the box allow the viewer to hold on,
referencing the experience of a coin-operated telescope–something
to view closely from afar. The lens is made from a glass vessel filled
with mineral oil which optically miniaturizes the building beyond
to allow a dual reading of textile or tower. Thus, this experience

As a pairing, these works contain worlds of their own but with a
different relationship between exterior and self-contained worlds.
Each work expresses the ability to use glass as a lens that speaks to
very different spatial perceptions and relations to the world beyond
its physical boundaries. The Looking Boxes digests the world around
and reinterprets it based on the configuration and focus of the lens—
however, this outward looking device is always dependent on having
an external world to internalize. Red Pyramid is self-contained, and
yet in this interplay of contained space combined with glass’ optical
properties, the piece can read as visually infinite.

3
“Hubble’s Mirror Flaw.” NASA, 25 Nov. 2019, https://www.nasa.
gov/content/hubbles-mirror-flaw.

4
Corning Museum of Glass. “Red Pyramid.” Corning Museum of
Glass. Accessed January 16, 2022. https://www.cmog.org/artwork/redpyramid?image=2.
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Red Pyramid4 Stanislav Libenský and Jaroslava
Brychtová. Size: 30”x48”x12”. Date: 1993.
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The Looking Boxes: Four Acts Exploring
Perception of Mind and Body. The four
part Looking Box series acts as mediators;
devices that bring attention to the
surrounding environment through moments
of magnification and cropped visual focus.
December 2019.
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Act I. Stairs lead to see something very close
to better imagine it at a distance. Existing
wall re-interpreted as a window to the sky.
Dual lens of glass/mineral oil and Fresnel
film. Size: 12”x15”x8”. Date December 2019
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Act II. One crouches slightly to view a
reconstruction of the alleyway—a space that
lives as textile or a tower, doubling over itself
above the horizon. Size: 12”x15”x56”. Date
December 2019
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Act III. Despite being gratuitously eye
level, one’s head can be immersed to view a
displaced horizon line; finding distance in
the extraordinarily close. Size: 8”x15”x12”.
Date December 2019
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Act IV. One kneels low to look straight ahead
and see the sky. Here, through a periscope
and dual lens, a snippet of sky is captured
in a tight alleyway. Size: 12”x28”x38”. Date
December 2019
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Act IV Detail. What happens when we
collapse the space between the imagined and
the real; create distance from the very close
and magnify the distant; bridge interior
and exterior space? Size: 12”x28”x38”. Date
December 2019
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Part III. The Act of Hunting Mirages: Becoming an inadvertent participant
in shaping reality
The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines the mirage as:
1: an optical (see OPTICAL sense 2a) effect that
is sometimes seen at sea, in the desert, or over a hot
pavement, that may have the appearance of a pool
of water or a mirror in which distant objects are seen
inverted, and that is caused by the bending or reflection
of rays of light by a layer of heated air of varying density
2: something illusory and unattainable like a mirage
Mirage comes from the French verb mirer (“to look at”),
which is related to mirror. Mirer, itself, is from Latin mīrārī
(“to wonder at”), the ancestor of the commonly seen
admire, miracle, and marvel.
Andrew T. Young, professor emeritus at the San Diego State
University Department of Astronomy, states that “mirages are not
optical illusions, as many people [...] think. They are real phenomena
of atmospheric optics, caused by strong ray-bending in layers with
steep thermal gradients.[...] Optical illusions, on the other hand,
are perceptual quirks of human vision, in which the observer sees
something that does not exist physically.”5 Based on the location
of these “steep thermal gradients,” the image location can shift
below the horizon (inferior mirage) or above the horizon (superior
mirage). Further, Minnaert states that the superior mirage “occurs
when the sea is much colder than the air, so that the temperature
5
Young, Andrew T. “An Introduction to Mirages.” San Diego State
University. Accessed August 25, 2021. https://aty.sdsu.edu/mirages/
mirintro.html.
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in the lowest strata of air increases very rapidly with increase of
height above the sea; this type of temperature distribution is called
a temperature inversion by meteorologists.”6 This phenomena may
occur more often in the Arctic or deserts since the water or ground
can store cooler temperatures relative to the air. Especially on a clear
and dry night, the ground can release more warmth to the night sky
as a clear night sky acts as a heat sink. As cooler ground transitions to
warmer air, the “image space” may move above the horizon. When
this occurs, this type of air lens is the superior mirage.
Lenses are often aids used to close the gap between visual antitheses;
a microscope makes a small thing large, a telescope brings a far-away
thing near, corrective eyeglasses make clear a blurry thing. So what
do we make of the mirage-as-lens between the viewer and the thing
viewed? Is the act of approaching–closing distance physically–the
aid to close the gap between the thing itself and the perceived image
or memory?
There may be few names more apt than Las Vegas’ own “Mirage
Casino”, beckoning the pilgrimage of hoards wishing for financial
transcendence. Once approached, the illusion vanishes for most. In
the summer of 2020, my husband and I were about to embark on
our own pilgrimage, where we would depart from our decade-long
adventure from Somerville, Massachusetts. For him, it would be a
few month stint to the north-central Colorado mountains. For me,
I was about to step into a time-machine to return to my 1998 vision
of Colorado–a suspended hope to return to my nostalgia laden
dreamland. I liken this moment to the anticipation of seeing a best
friend from when you were 12 in your mid-30’s imagining that things

6
Minnaert, Marcel. Light and Color in the Outdoors. 1974. Reprint,
New York: Springer-Verlag, 1993.
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would pick up where they left off. Things change.
Moreover, transfixed by a desire to see a superior mirage in person, I
mapped out a route to Crestone, CO, a small town in the southern
San Luis Valley–home to stupas, legalized human composting, the
Great Sand Dunes, and local accounts of superior mirages. The
climate and time of year seemed perfect for mirage viewing: we
would be in a “shoulder season” where warm September sun could
create a “high thermal gradient” over cool ground, a high-desert
climate so that the ground would release more heat to the air at night
allowing for a greater difference between ground and ambient air
temperatures, and 250 miles south from home so somewhat nearby.
What I did not realize before embarking is that: (1) 2020 Colorado
was different from the 1998 memory, and (2) I would actually see my
first superior mirage, but this would happen unexpectedly during a
brief 10 minute window upon leaving a campsite along the shoreline
of Lake Michigan. Yet another tick to the list of expectation versus
reality.

footage of Schlieren imaging, which visualizes air movement. Like
the mirage, air of different temperatures has different densities. Each
temperature has an associated “index of refraction”--the physical
phenomenon behind these numbers causes light rays to bend
before they reach your eye. If “air” is the material of the mirage, the
temperature differential is the catalyst as this, and the arrangement
and position of such, is what determines location of the image
in relation to the object. Temperature is the agent of the spatial
recasting. In the great lakes, it was benign and magical. In Colorado,
temperature proved harrowing and shifted my memory landscape.
In short, I thought I was getting something and got something else.
I was left with the deconstruction of my own expectations–the
tension between the immaterial and the material or the image space/
memory and the object space/reality.

I explore this confrontation between expectation, memory, and
reality pairing parallel stories of video footage with Schlieren
imaging. One pairing shows the superior mirage over Lake Michigan
partnered with footage of the Cameron Peak Fire encroaching
into the Bulwark Ridge mountains within miles of my childhood
home. A baseball game plays in the foreground; the racing “crown
fire” rages in the background. We would be evacuated within days
from when this video was taken. Each video is paired with video

38
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Heat as Recasting Catalyst: Study 01 Image Space. Material: refractive
properties of various air temperatures, Lake Erie (warm air over cold
water), Schlieren imaging setup (LED, pinhole aperture, concave lens,
razor blade, 50-300mm telephoto lens). Duration: 01.30 minutes
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Heat as Recasting Catalyst: Study 02 Object Space. Material: refractive
properties of various air temperatures, Cameron Peak Fire, Schlieren
imaging setup (LED, pinhole aperture, concave lens, razor blade, 50300mm telephoto lens). Duration: 01.30 minutes
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Very slowly burning, the big forest tree
stands in the slight hollow of the snow
melted around it by the mild, long
heat of its being and its will to be
root, trunk, branch, leaf, and know
earth dark, sun light, wind touch, bird song.
Rootless and restless and warmblooded, we
blaze in the flare that blinds us to that slow,
tall, fraternal fire of life as strong
now as in the seedling two centuries ago.1
I’m always struck driving down through the pink and red rock
ravines of Highway 36–I hold memories of this route from the point
where I could have memories. Returning to these familiar roads, I get
this feeling where my present memory starts to mesh with the fabric
of geologic time, as if my present and past selves weave together with
the passage of two billion years. The intermixing of the immaterial
with the material.
As I put this project together–adding story and memory to a
material logic–I am thinking about the embodiment of memory,
place, and time within the material. Glass is an ideal material for this
exploration; the process of making it is a physical embodiment of loss
and recreation. The melding of materials–silica, flux, colorants–
embody their places and all of the components of loss captured
within themselves. This glass arrives to us in 55 pound bags of glass
pebbles, or “cullet”. We melt cullet in the furnace to create something

1
Le Guin, Ursula K. “Kinship.” In Old Growth: The Best Writing
about Trees from Orion Magazine, 215. Northampton, MA: Orion
magazine, 2021, 15.
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new. We break it. We reform it.
These ideas are explored through various ways. The first project,
Forest(Fire) Glass recreates medieval glass recipes which transmute
locales into material form. The second project, A Suspended
Transmutation, shows the point where creation and loss are
both visible–a frozen co-dependent feedback loop where the
transformation is reliant on both creation and loss.
FOREST(FIRE) GLASS
F orest glass began in the 1300’s in Germany and surrounding areas.
It was a product from an abundance of forests—the wood ash from
the furnaces acted as a flux that lowered the melting temperature
of local sand. The forest glass production process was a feedback
loop within itself; wood fueled the furnaces which melted the glass
which could be melted by potash–the residue of one used to create
another.2 This resulted in a glass of hyper-local materiality; the glass is
a cross-sectional interpretation of time scales, geologies, and species
of that specific locale. The embodied losses of long-lost eras and the
present are fused by fire.

National Park. This fire spread from 18,550 to 187,964 acres during
a four-day period3, triggering slews of evacuations. Ash rained
down in slow puffs from the amber colored sky, bringing with it
remnants of loss from miles away. We cleaned the house for what we
thought might be one last time. I made the bed, tucking the linens
in hospital corners. Ceremonious, ritualistic and usually reserved for
an anticipated arrival. I brought two jam-jars of this ash along with
our dog, computer, a trophy from dad’s years of dirt-bike racing, my
deceased grandmother’s birth and death certificates, and a framed
photograph of my now-deceased grandparents from their marriage
in the 1940’s. We loaded the car with our traces of eras. I looked
forward from our driveway and back again. Moving around quite a
bit in childhood, this view was a constant—a perspective that rooted
my body and mind in a collapsed present. I resisted the urge to take
a photograph with a respect for memory’s hold if the worst were to
happen.

Forest glass is of interest to this project not as a natural glass product
that is resultant from natural processes such as obsidian or fulgurites,
but as place and time encapsulated in material form; the forging
together catalyzed by human curiosity and fire.
On October 22, an ember sailed on a 50-80 mile-per-hour gust
for over a mile from Grand Lake, Colorado into Rocky Mountain
2
Langhamer, Antonín. The Legend of Bohemian Glass: A Thousand
Years of Glassmaking in the Heart of Europe. Czech Republic: TIGRIS,
2003.
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3
InciWeb. “East Troublesome Fire.” National Wildfire Coordinating
Group. Accessed February 3, 2022. https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/
incident/7242/.
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Forest( fire) Glass. The glass readapts a
medieval forest glass recipe that includes
ash from the Cameron Peak and East
Troublesome fires that occurred in 2020 in
Colorado. Size: 2”x2”x2”. Date October 2021
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Forest( fire) Glass. Still from IX51 Inverted
Microscope. Microscopic world created by
the glass, a suggestion of the circularity of
creation and loss.
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A Suspended Transmutation. A recasting
caught in progress; traces suggest what was
versus what may become. Size: 72”x48”x36”.
Date: November 2021
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Detail showing soot residue on glass and
charred versus uncharred wood.
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Alex Steffan, as noted in Elizabeth’s Weil episode, “This Isn’t the
California I Married,” suggests that we are in a “trans-apocalypse”1.
The earth, as it had functioned in years past, was not going to return
to that previous sense of “normalcy” and while there is a current
and speculative increase of disasters to come, we are still here. So
not quite “normal” and not quite “apocalypse.” Steffan characterizes
this longing to return to what-once-was as “living through a
discontinuity”. He notes that “what we think about the present is
actually the past”. A return to the past is irreversible to some extent.
Further, the “climate crisis has caused us to get lost in time and space
and we need to dig ourselves out of nostalgia and face the world that
exists.”2
Weil characterizes the schism between existing beauty and highly
visible loss—the chasm between what once was and what is:
“Up the granite cliffs above Emerald Bay, I kind of broke down. The
view was sublime. The huge blue lake. The huge blue sky. The Sierra
Crest. A dazzling heart stopping vision. But I could also see the scars
that remained from the Angora Fire in 2007 and they are hard to
comprehend. So many blackened trees standing, dead. These trees
are an indictment. A museum of failure. They are not coming back.”3
Bachelard, in The Poetics of Space, notes that silence urges one to listen:
“[i]t is the silence, rather, that obliges the poet to listen, and gives the
dream greater intimacy. We hardly know where to situate this
silence, whether in the vast world or in the immense past. But we do
know that it comes from beyond a wind that dies down or a rain that
grows gentle.”4 I stretch Bachelard’s depiction of silence to a sense of
1
Weil, Elizabeth. The Sunday Read: “This Isn’t the California I
Married.” The New York Times The Daily. Accessed January 16, 2022.
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/16/podcasts/the-daily/californiawildfires-sunday-read.html.
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erasure of what-once-was. Perhaps the silencing of what-once-was
heightens the awareness of loss both present and past. The charred
trees illuminate the loss of the forest as a collection of witnesses that
embody and record time within their bodies. The present is visually
tangible but fleeting. He also notes how the silence urges one to
dream. As with the mirage, the distance from the physical location
allows the memory realm to thrive. The fire-related losses made me
finely attuned to the present and maybe more aligned with a nowremoved past. This is the point where the feedback loop is frozen;
the point where both loss and creation are present but before they’ve
shifted into unrecognizable forms. For the lost tree, I am the witness.
As I drive down Highway US 36, I see loss in interludes. My
completely charred former neighborhood. Driving 20 minutes
further, the forest-turned-grassland from the Big Elk Meadows fire
in 2002. Further again for ten miles, we descend down Pole Hill over
Lake Estes. The mountains and their snowy alpine peaks surround. I
now see the blackened scars up ahead through the Rocky Mountain
National Park from the 2020 East Troublesome Fire, the second
largest fire in Colorado history. On my right, the entire visible
portion of the Bulwark Range is blackened from the 2020 Cameron
Peak Fire, the largest blaze in Colorado history.

2006, leaving behind tinder. I know what this ridge looks like now—
charred remains of trees like long-legged camels walking along the
ridge.
I explore this idea of these overlapping expectations of time in the
project “post-human vanitas.” An homage to the vanitas, modern
immortal ready-mades (plastic containers) replace traditional
symbols (the skull, the burning candle, the rotting fruit). A mirrored
film overlays the viewer’s dynamic portrait atop an endless field of
single-use plastic busts recreated in glass. The project uses infinity
mirrors reflecting plastic container replicas to express the usually
invisible immensity and extraordinary lifespans of seemingly benign
single-use objects. A product of invention, maybe we got lost in the
process and are now being consumed by former advancements. Or
maybe, we are the alchemists that found a way to immortalize the
species, if not at the expense of ourselves.

My former neighbor in Colorado sent me a picture for my birthday.
In the picture, it was probably 1997, or a year or so from when my
family moved. A boat-ride in a neighboring lake from the nowcharred neighborhood– cyan blue sky, lush carpet of uniform
green forest behind us. No rusty patches from beetle kill, which has
affected and killed millions of acres of Colorado trees since around
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Post-Human Vanitas. An homage to the
vanitas swaps objects of immortality in
lieu of traditional symbols. A mirrored film
overlays a dynamic portrait atop an endless
field of single-use plastic busts recreated in
glass. Size: 54”x48”x24”. Date March 2020
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The project uses infinity mirrors reflecting
plastic container replicas to express
the usually invisible immensity and
extraordinary lifespans of seemingly benign
single-use objects.
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The material transformation of plastic
to glass pays homage to immortalizing
humans through the creation of busts; the
transference of mortal human flesh to an
immortal material.
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Reflection				6
I think the authorship of this text belongs to a 35 million year old
fossil. An author who is loss. But I can’t, because we’re still here.
And to acknowledge the world from a fossil’s perspective would be
counterproductive (and, in fact, a counterpoint) to this project. That
act would erase the “nuance”, and I want to acknowledge those losses.
Again, this is because we, and I, are/am still here. This document
is a testament to the “now”. The fact that we are alive. That we are
breathing. We sometimes breathe smoke. Our histories, at times,
dissipated like dark magic. Our feet in the water. But we are still here.
And this is now.
My mother asked me what I thought about most when I went hiking
in the mountains. If the mountains made me feel small. A few weeks
upon return from being evacuated, my husband and I hiked around
the Lumpy Ridge Loop. It was the first time that I could and did walk
around the mountain range that existed behind me almost as a twodimensional backdrop since 1988. In 2020, the curtain lifted as we
walked around, to uncover the vastness and beauty that I never knew
existed beyond the thin veneer of my vision and memory. I recorded,
via Siri, a garbled voice-recorded message:
…I think what it is the scale of the masses when my mom asked
me if the mountains made you feel big or small I think it’s
acknowledgment have a very small nuanced that you don’t normally
contend with and the thought of it disappearing without even
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acknowledgment is the most heartbreaking…
I would translate this human-vocal-robotic transcription as such:
I think it is the scale of the mountains. When my mom asked
me if the mountains made you feel big or small, I think it is the
acknowledgment of the nuance. The thought of the in-between–the
lichens, the trees, and everything you don’t know until you see it.
The thought of it disappearing without even acknowledgment is the
most heartbreaking.
I’ve looked at the fire-danger charts. I see that my former, now
gone, neighborhood and my childhood home are both in extreme
fire-danger areas. So is the space behind the mountains in which
my home sits. They all are. But, I will hold that moment of the veil.
To see beyond the backdrop of the mountains even though their
permanence, and mine, have no guarantee. And I will say, they sure
are pretty and I sure am, for now, lucky.
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